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At midnight, the Eternal City is an enchanting sight,
inspiring Bulgari to create Goldea, The Roman Night,
and a fragrance for the nocturnal Roman goddess.

Powerfully intense, its chypre floral musk scent is a seductive
new addition to the Goldea collection. Embodying the queen
of the night, Bella Hadid is chosen as the Goldea, The Roman
Night muse, capturing glamour itself in her supermodel gaze.

Once upon a roman night
Trapped inside an ornate room with a sleepy concert in

progress, a beautiful Bulgari woman contemplates the gold
magic of Rome at night: it is just outside. The Eternal City calls
to her with its hypnotic majesty, and she wriggles in her seat.
The concertgoers nod slowly to the cello's solo -while she
finds herself looking toward the door. Abandoning her chair,
she bursts into the night climbing rooftops, scaling walls.
Magnetized by the golds of Rome and its hypnotic scent she
teeters into her joy as she joins her friends to begin tonight's
adventure, under the magic of the Roman sky.

Taking us on a cinematic journey, renowned director Glen
Luchford tells the story of Goldea, The Roman Night starring
top model Bella Hadid as she follows her heart into the starlit
city. Rome, the birth place of humanity, has cradled millions of
stories, romances, and adventures across more than two mil-
lennia; the city is an eternal source of inspiration for Bulgari
and beyond. Creating a glamorous fragrance to capture the
passion inherent to Rome, Bellais a Roman goddess incarnat-
ing the power and freedom of femininity, Queen of the
Roman Night. 

Contemporary goddess
Reflecting the inimitable light of Rome, Goldea the Roman

Night captures the nocturnal shine of Rome's stars and the
grandeur of the Eternal City at night. The tale of the Goldea,
the Roman Night goddess is a story told within the creation of
its seductive, powerful fragrance. Bella Hadid contemplates
the paths before her, and then dives headfirst into the night
sky. Before she slips from the building like a dream, Bella
applies the night elixir of Goldea, The Roman Night to join the
magic of the stars. 

On Bella's neck is glimpsed a flash of a Serpenti jewel, the
ultimate symbol of power and audacity to match the impul-
sivity of this enchanted evening. The city sparkles with noctur-
nal ebullience, like a glamorous Bulgari jewel, while adventure
unfolds before her, under the velvety cloak of darkness.
Exhilaratingly infused by Roman passion, the goddess follows
her impulse, exercises freedom, and drinks the golden elixir of
the stars. The grandeur of Rome is illuminated before her,
while the sky above her becomes a cinema of light. 

Her feminine sensuality recalls the celestial shapes in the
sky above her, the shining moon reflecting the brilliance of
her luminous soul. She is hope and youth, transcending from
day into night, effortlessly, authentically, exquisitely.
Empowered by herself as well as her favorite fragrance, Bella
Hadid separates the stars in her twilight path: she is Queen of
the Roman Night.

Black gold
"I was captivated by the idea of a mysterious, charismatic,

fascinating and seductive goddess of the night, in the eternal
city of Rome. I create Goldea, The Roman Night fragrance in
her image; she unleashes her irresistible aura through a gold-
en elixir of white flowers, as they exude their powerful scent
at nightfall."

-Alberto Morillas, Master-Perfumer

Jewel of the night
"Night-blooming jasmine and tuberose are irresistible noc-

turnal beauties. Caressed by the delicious kiss of luscious
berries and black peony, they trigger desire and demand cele-
bration. When I first imagined a Roman night, the idea of the
chypre-infused signature came to me instantly. 

Alberto Morillas, master-perfumer 
This chypre floral musk fragrance embodies joy and sensu-

ality in its purest form. Its enchantingly addictive flowers tell
the story of a sleepless, festive and sparkling Roman eve, as
they blossom with aromas upon the moonrise. The night sky
is studded with fruit-scented jasmine and tuberose blooms,
and accentuated with top notes of delectably ripe, luscious
mulberries. Master Perfumer Alberto Morillas reinvents chypre
- "This jewel of mesmerizing black musk set with luscious mul-
berry is enhanced by captivating woody notes, and illuminat-
ed by the magnetism of jasmine and tuberose."

Top notes
Luscious Mulberry, Black Peony
Juicy - Sparkling - Addictive
Floral energy

Heart notes
Blooming Jasmine, Tuberose Absolute
Floral -Contrasting - Mysterious
Hypnotic 

Base notes
Black Musk, Patchouli Heart, Vetiver
Enveloping - Luminous -Sensual
Feminine strength and charisma. 

Luscious mulberry
These appealing, magnetic fruits are bathed in nocturnal

hues, conjuring the desire to taste them. Alberto Morillas
imagined a luscious, ripe berry with a fruity, musky, almost
woody aroma.

Black peony
The Master Perfumer has chosen the black peony - the

rarest of all peonies. Infallibly, the black peony of Goldea, The
Roman Night declares its dark, wild character at nightfall.
Though this silent flower possesses a powerfully emblematic
fragrance, it cannot be naturally captured in a perfume.
Yielding neither an essence nor an absolute, its bewitching
fragrance has nonetheless been masterfully recreated by the
olfactory memory of Alberto Morillas. He conceived it as a
flower with airy freshness and addictive, explosive accents. By
combining the sweetness of the Peony with the power of
patchouli, he has created an aroma recognizable to thou-
sands, Bulgari's emblematic chypre.

Night blooming jasmine
The Master Perfumer has chosen to stamp Goldea, The

Roman Night with the rounder, sweeter and floral notes of
this rarest of all jasmines - jasmine sambac from China.To
accentuate the rich personality of jasmine and capture its all-
encompassing beauty, Alberto Morillas chose the rarely-used
but traditional method of infusion. Floral infusions are regard-
ed as the vintage method of perfume making, for their
authenticity and care. 

The technique uses gentle extraction by a traditional mac-
eration of jasmine flowers in alcohol, which is both time-con-
suming and costly. After an invaluable period in which the
blooms are macerated in ethyl alcohol, the Jasmine flowers
unleash their secrets while preserving the purest respect for
the raw material. In this meticulous manner, a night-blooming
Jasmine delivers its olfactory radiance under the lunar star,
while it's most feminine, attractive and bewitching aspects
were majestically captured by the Master Perfumer.

Tuberose absolute
Symbol of sensuality, both classic and modern, tuberose is

the star jewel of all perfumers. Alberto Morillas adores its
scandalous reputation and extravagant signature that offers a
delicate, yet powerfully "narcotic" floral aroma. The tuberose
that gives Goldea, The Roman Night its trademark signature is
grown and harvested in southeast India. 

Elegant and majestic, dainty yet demanding, tuberose is
one of the most sought-after fragrances in perfumery. This

goddess of perfume known as the "evening queen" has its
scent intensifying at nightfall. Harvested at dawn, tuberose
blossoms are picked as buds to instill their wide olfactory
spectrum into the very heart of their absolute. Essential oil of
tuberose is one of the rarest and most expensive in the world,
requiring 5 tons of buds per 1 kg of absolute.

Black musk
Powerful and sensual, black musk is able to exude its

amber and woody notes to become one with the skin, as it
displays a bold, mysterious character. Devising a round, sensu-
al, almost carnal note, the Master Perfumer has reinvented the
myth of Tonkin musk. He created a black musk with a deep,
magnetic trail to infuse the skin with radiant, sensual desire.
This enhanced black musk possesses a powerful, addictive
aura that adds a bolder, more mysterious sensuality to the fra-
grance. 

Patchouli heart
19th century European women discovered patchouli's

power of attraction on large cashmere shawls imported from
India, wrapped in patchouli leaves. The living plant emits no
scent, the magic of patchouli comes to light when its dry
leaves release an intensely woody fragrance.. Thanks to an
innovative technique, Alberto Morillas has captured the por-
tion of patchouli referred to as the "patchouli heart" that con-
tains pure, crystalline, clear and explosive notes.  

Bewitching bottle
Hypnotic and symbolic, its scales winding around the bot-

tle top Bulgari's Serpenti is the enchanting spirit animal of the
Goldea collection. Representing seduction and life, the sinewy
serpent was a royal sign of strength for ancient queens.
Recalling the Roman sky, Goldea's silhouette conjures those
rare and precious moments when the sun, moon and Earth
are perfectly aligned. Resplendent as an eclipse, the sun
appears as though through a ring of light surrounding a lunar
disk, 

Encircled by a black line, the transparent cap tops the
enchanting elixir. Its perfume box features an interlaced geo-
metric pattern to recall the tactile nature of Serpenti scales.
Glittering with golden accents, it features sparkling diamonds,
artfully set by Bulgari's masterful jewelers. Shining like a scin-
tillating woman, Goldea, The Roman Night embodies its
queen of the Roman night.

Introducing Goldea 'The Roman Night'

Costumed Indonesian performers participating in a parade during the Jember Fashion Carnival on eastern Java island. — AFP photos
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